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г)	инструктив,	требование,	инвитив,	просьба	и	разрешение	в	модели	
организатор – исполнители используются	для	индивидуальных	и	кол
лективных	заданий	и	объяснения	способов	их	выполнения;

д)	требование,	просьба	и	совет	в	модели	наблюдатель – активные 
коммуниканты позволяют	направить	познавательную	деятельность	сту
дентов	в	нужное	русло.

Следующим	речевым	актом,	который	может	использоваться	для	реа
лизации	нескольких	моделей,	является	оценка.	Встречается	речевой	акт	
оценки	только	в	речи	преподавателя	в	следующих	моделях:

а)	супервизор – отвечающий с	целью	определения	уровня	учебных	до
стижений	студентов.	Речевой	акт	оценки	в	данном	случае	может	носить	
как	 положительную,	 так	 и	 отрицательную	нагрузку	 в	 зависимости	 от	
того,	 какой	 ответ	 дал	 студент.	При	 этом	 отмечено,	 что	 преподаватель	
старается	избегать	отрицательной	оценки,	прибегая	к	мягкой	коррекции.	
Речевой	акт	оценки	часто	комбинируется	с	речевым	актом	экспрессивом	
(чаще	всего	это	благодарность	за	правильный	ответ);

б)	наблюдатель – активные коммуниканты с	целью	стимулирова-
ния	студентов	к	позитивной	учебной	деятельности.	Речевой	акт	оценки	
в	 данном	 случае	 носит	 только	 положительный	 характер	 в	 отличие	 от	
предыдущего	случая.
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SWEARING: CAN IT BE  
A PART OF ACADEMIC DISCOURSE?  

POLISH CASE STUDY
Swearing	 discourse	 is	 studied	mostly	 as	 a	 sociolinguistic	 phenomenon	

but	can	also	be	a	 topic	of	Discourse	Studies	 in	general,	and	 the	Academic	
Discourse,	in	particular.	Swearing	discourse	as	such	is	widely	spread	in	the	
university	discourse,	specifically	among	students,	but	not	only.	Though	the	
occurrence	of	swearing	in	the	field	of	academia	is	not	obvious,	as	its	basic	
usage	 is	 to	 represent	 the	 informal	 style	 of	 communication	 and,	 thereby,	 it	
functions	at	the	peripheries	of	the	academia.	
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This	paper	offers	a	descriptive	study	of	the	transformations	occurring	in	
academic	discourse,	their	causes	and	functions	in	the	light	of	changes	in	the	
styles	 of	 the	 Polish	 language.	The	working	 assumption	 of	 the	 paper	 is	 the	
fact	that	the	contemporary	process	of	devulgarisation	of	the	Polish	language	
affects	the	Polish	academic	discourse,	thus	changing	the	way	swearwords	are	
perceived	and	used.	The	results	presented	in	this	paper	are	the	results	of	obser
vations	of	everyday	communication	behaviour	in	the	Polish	academic	settings.

Definition	 of	 swearwords	 is	 a	 research	 problem,	 which	 is	 solved	
differently	 in	 various	 linguistic	 traditions.	 In	 English,	 they	 are	 defined	 as	
bad language,	 implying	 that	 they	 are	 a	 negative	 element	 of	 the	 language.	
In	 Polish,	 they	 represent	 the	 idea	 of	 ugliness,	 being	 named	 ugly	 words	
(brzydkiesłowa), focusing	 on	 a	 stronger	 degree	 of	 their	 non-acceptance	 in	
the	society,	placing	such	words	on	the	periphery	of	 the	accepted	discourse	
(negative	 occurrences,	 that	 break	 the	 taboo	 for	 their	 usage).	An	 important	
research	focus	is	given	by	the	Polish	linguist	Jadwiga	Puzynina	(1994:	358),	
who	claims	that	the	message	containing	swearwords	may	provoke	a	negative	
opinion	about	its	sender.	Therefore,	there	is	a	two-way	relation	visible	in	the	
swearing	discourse:	how	swearing	is	actualized	in	messages	to	represent	the	
reality	communicated	and	the	people	in	communication.	

In	Linguistics	 of	Discourse	 and	 specifically	 in	 the	Causal-Genetic	Ap
proach	(CGA)	discourse	modelling	of	speech	behaviour	(revealed	in	the	in
teraction	of	people	 in	a	particular	communicative	situation)	 is	 treated	as	a	
cause	of	a	 special	 type	of	content	–	 the	cortege	one.	Otherwise,	discourse	
constructs	and,	thus,	reflects	in	its	content	relationship	between	the	commu
nicants	(the	addresser	and	addressee).	This	relationship	is	actualized	by	so
cializing	 (pragmatic	 specification	 of	 the	 communicative	 cortege’s	 content)	
and	verbalizing	(its	textual	specification)	(Oukhvanova,	2015).	These	speci
fications	balance	the	cortege	content,	making	it	objective.	Moreover,	this	type	
of	content	is	stored	in	communicants’	linguistic	experience.	The	process	of	
its	storage	is	taking	place	while	developing	a	certain	balance	between	genre	
and	format	types	of	representations	of	the	relationships	in	the	focus.	Genre	
adds	a	stylistic	parameter	of	specification,	while	format	adds	patterning,	such	
as	certain	archetypes	of	communication.	Finding	out	these	four	dimensions	
of	cortege	content	Irina	Oukhvanova	introduced	the	term	“discourse	picture	
of	cortege	interaction”.	The	term	“discourse	picture”	focuses	on	the	volume	
of	this	newly	introduced	content	in	functioning	and	inscribes	its	operation
al	composites,	setting	the	method	of	reconstructing	this	complex	functional	
phenomenon,	 idea,	 and	 activity	 at	 once	 (Oukhvanova,	 2015:	 53).	 Conse
quently,	the	CGA	perspective	synthesizes	the	vision	of	discourse	at	large	and	
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messages	its	units	as	complex	interdependent	signs	(macrostructure),	which	
revealing	 itself	 transformational	 character	 in	 dynamic	 interchange	 of	 rep
resentations	(phenomenological	background),	functional	diversity	(ideation
al	background)	and	activity	(ibid.).	Everyday	communication	encompasses	
multiple	 discourses,	within	which	 social	 and	 individual-bias	 actualisations	
clash	and	transform,	producing	each	time	an	exclusive	meaning	in	our	every
day	communication.	

The	ongoing	transformations	in	discourse	may	be	reflected	by	the	vocab
ulary	associated	with	interdiscursivity	(the	situation	when	different	discours
es	transpass	(e.g.	swearwords	entering	the	academic	discourse).	When	swear
ing	discourse	is	discussed	in	the	light	of	the	academic	discourse,	two	main	
trends	may	be	observed:	a)	swearing	discourse	undergoes	a	transformation,	
in	which	 the	swearwords	are	perceived	as	 less	offensive	(devulgarisation);	
b)	the	academic	discourse	allows	swearwords	to	enter	its	vocabulary	range.	
Krystyna	Waszakowa	noticed	the	above-mentioned	changes	and	claims	that	
there	 are	 three	main	 transformation	 tendencies	 in	 Polish:	 (1)	 the	 informal	
style	becomes	dominant	over	the	formal	style	(informal	expressions	may	en
ter	formal	style	discourses).	The	cause	of	this	tendency	is	the	fact	that	spo
ken	language	is	spontaneous	and	therefore	this	form	of	communication	allows	
flexibility	in	the	choice	of	words	and	phrases;	(2)	formal	utterances	allow	the	
use	of	more	expressive	words,	which	may	even	lead	to	the	use	of	swear	words;	
(3)	schematization	of	speech	is	currently	in	progress,	which	means	that	certain	
fixed	phrases	are	commonly	used	in	formal	utterances	(even	if	originally	they	
used	to	belong	to	the	informal	register),	e.g.	the	Internet	discourse	or	swearing	
discourse	entering	the	academic	discourse	(Waszakowa,	2001).	

Swearwords	serve	different	functions.	The	conducted	research	shows	that	
in	the	Polish	academic	discourse		swearwords	may	(1)	appear	as	illustrations	
in	 the	 course	 of	 lectures	 and	 various	 presentations:	 in	 such	 a	 case,	 the	
discourse	is	not	infringed	because	the	offensive	words	are	not	spoken	directly	
and,	therefore,	do	not	breach	the	linguistic	taboo.	Also	they	(2)	become	part	
of	 the	direct	 speech:	 this	may	 result	 from	 the	 tendencies	described	above,	
especially	from	the	domination	of	the	informal	style	over	the	formal	style	and	
tolerance	for	expressive	vocabulary	in	formal	communication.	A	process,	in	
which	colloquial	vocabulary	and	swearwords	are	accepted	in	style,	is	called	
devulgarisation.	Communication	involving	devulgarised	swearing	breaks	the	
linguistic	taboo,	but	may	also	be	used	to	draw	the	attention	of	the	audience	
to	 the	 speaker.	The	 speaker	may	also	want	 to	use	 swearing	as	 a	means	of	
linguistic	 stylization,	 for	 example,	 to	 engage	 the	 audience	 consisting	 of	
teenagers	and	young	adults,	or	shock	the	audience.	
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Another	way	to	use	swear	words	 in	 the	academic	discourse	 is	 to	apply	
them	in	their	foreign	form,	e.g.	in	English	in	a	conversation	held	in	Polish.	The	
use	of	foreign	swearwords	bears	traits	of	euphemisms.	The	term	euphemism	
denotes	words	or	phrases,	functioning	as	substitutes	for	the	expressions	which	
breach	the	linguistic	taboo	(Prędota,	2013:	110).	The	change	of	form	is	the	
basic	requirement	for	a	word	to	become	a	euphemism	for	a	swear	word.	This	
means	that	a	euphemism	should	have	the	same	meaning	as	the	swearword	it	
substitutes,	but	the	form	should	be	altered	in	such	a	way	that	it	would	prevent	
the	 speaker	 from	breaking	 the	 linguistic	 taboo.	Using	 foreign	 swearwords	
meets	this	requirement	as	the	meaning	stays	the	same,	but	the	form	is	less	
offensive	 than	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	 swearword.	 In	 this	 case,	 swearing	 is	 not	
used	as	a	means	of	linguistic	stylization,	but	as	a	method	of	expressing	one’s	
emotions	without	breaching	the	linguistic	taboo.

The	 appearance	 of	 swearwords	 in	 academic	 discourse	 is	 a	 fact	 to	 be	
recognized.	 Academic	 discourse	 allows	 the	 indirect	 and	 direct	 usage	 of	
offensive	 vocabulary.	 Indirect	 use	 of	 swear	 words	 does	 not	 infringe	 the	
formality	of	 the	academic	discourse	or	 the	 linguistic	 taboo.	The	direct	use	
of	swear	words,	even	if	it	bears	the	traits	of	euphemism,	breaches	both	the	
above-mentioned	features.		
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